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Abstract. In recommendation systems, items of interest are often clas-
sified into categories such as genres of movies. Existing research has
shown that diversified recommendations can improve real user expe-
rience. However, most existing methods do not consider the fact that
users’ levels of interest (i.e., user preferences) in different categories usu-
ally vary, and such user preferences are not reflected in the diversified
recommendations. We propose an algorithm that considers user pref-
erences for different categories when recommending diversified results,
and refer to this problem as personalized recommendation diversifica-
tion. In the proposed algorithm, a model that captures user preferences
for different categories is optimized jointly toward both relevance and
diversity. To provide the proposed algorithm with informative training
labels and effectively evaluate recommendation diversity, we also propose
a new personalized diversity measure. The proposed measure overcomes
limitations of existing measures in evaluating recommendation diversity:
existing measures either cannot effectively handle user preferences for
different categories, or cannot evaluate both relevance and diversity at
the same time. Experiments using two real-world datasets confirm the
superiority of the proposed algorithm, and show the effectiveness of the
proposed measure in capturing user preferences.

1 Introduction

In most recommendation systems, items are classified by predefined categories,
e.g., genres of movies or styles of musics. Recent studies show that users’ interests
often spread into several genres [20, 21] (for ease of presentation, we will simply
use genres to represent categories in the following). However, many existing algo-
rithms (e.g., [7, 8]) only try to optimize toward recommendation accuracy or item
relevance, which is not optimal to cover users’ diverse interests. In fact, the ob-
jectives of relevance and diversity are largely orthogonal, i.e., optimizing toward
relevance may recommend very similar items, while optimizing toward diversity
may present less relevant items. Recommendation diversification algorithms aim
to achieve these two objectives at the same time and recommend diverse items
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Table 1. Three lists of recommended movies in movie recommendations.

Recommendations by three different ranking measures

Rank Non-diverse recomm. Diverse without user pref. Diverse with user pref.

1 First Shot (‹) First Shot (‹) First Shot (‹)

2 Rapid Fire (‹) Snow Angels (˚) Snow Angels (˚)

3 Black Dawn (‹) Rapid Fire (‹) Rapid Fire (‹)

4 Shadow Man (‹) iss Potter (˚) Black Dawn (‹)

Count #Action=4 #Drama=0 #Action=2 #Drama=2 #Action=3 #Drama=1

1 Star (‹) stands for action movies and asterisk (˚) stands for drama movies.

with high relevance. Existing work in this area either separates relevance and
diversity optimization [18], or does not explicitly consider the personalization in
genre preferences [3, 5, 19] as discussed below.

Users usually have varied preferences over different genres [18]. High variances
in such genre preferences require highly personalized recommendation diversi-
fication algorithms, which aim to present diverse recommendations catering to
individual user’s genre preference [18]. For example, Table 1 shows three lists of
movies recommended to a user interested in both action and drama movies. The
movies under the “non-diverse recomm.” column are all action movies, which are
not diverse in terms of genres. The movies under the “diverse without user pref.”
and “diverse with user pref.” columns resolve this issue by also presenting drama
movies. Suppose that the user prefers action movies. The “diverse without user
pref.” column treats the two genres equally (recommending two action movies
and two drama movies) and does not consider the user’s genre preference. The
“diverse with user pref.” column in this case presents a better recommendation,
i.e., personalized diverse recommendations, which is the aim of this paper.

Toward this end, we propose a personalized diversification algorithm to jointly
optimize both relevance and diversity and explicitly consider personalized genre
preferences in diversification. The proposed algorithm iteratively selects the item
that maximizes a function (i.e. ranking function) of two components: one models
a user’s rating for an item and the other models the user’s genre preference for the
item. The two components are collaborated by a joint optimization method to
recommend items as accurately as possible (accurate rating prediction) and make
an item list as personalized diverse as possible (personalized diverse ranking).
The joint optimization method enables the personalized diversification algorithm
to use the true ratings and pre-determined item rankings as sources of training
information, where the item rankings indicate which item should be selected for
personalized diverse recommendations given a selected item list.

To provide effective item rankings (i.e., training labels) to our algorithm, we
need to measure the diversity of recommendations for each user, i.e., personalized
diversity. Existing measures have limitations in evaluating personalized diversity:
they either cannot handle the genre preferences of a user [4], or ignore the minor
interests of a user [1], or cannot evaluate both relevance and diversity at the
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(a) The frequency-based user preference.
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(b) The rating-based user preference.

Fig. 1. User preference analysis on a movie rating dataset (#genres=18).

same time [18]. To overcome these limitations, we propose a new personalized
diversity measure, which evaluates an item list based on user preferences for
the covered genres of the list. This makes the item list having the highest score
under our measure (i.e., the ideal list) has a desired property [18]: each genre is
represented according to personalized genre preferences in the list.

The main contributions of this paper include: (1) We propose a novel rec-
ommendation diversification algorithm which can learn a ranking function by
jointly optimizing the relevance and diversity. (2) We also propose a personal-
ized diversity measure that can effectively evaluate personalized diversity of rec-
ommendations. (3) Experiments using real-world datasets of different domains
show that the proposed algorithm outperforms several baseline methods and the
proposed measure is more effective in capturing personalized genre preferences.

2 Problem Formulation

We assume that items to be recommended are categorized into genres. Let X “

txnu
N
n“1 be an item set, G “ tgkuKk“1 be a genre set, R P RUˆN be a rating matrix

(Ru,n is the rating of user u for item xn), J P RNˆK be the genre information
for items X (Jn,g “ 1 if item xn is with genre g and Jn,g “ 0 otherwise). We
define the problem of personalized recommendation diversification as:
Definition 1 (Personalized Recommendation Diversification). Given U
users, N items, K genres, the rating matrix R, the genre information J, and a
personalized diversity measure M, the task is to generate the item list Yu “
rxy1 , ..., xyN s that maximizes the measure M for each user u.

Intuitively, the problem is to consider personalized genre preferences
(referred to as user preferences in the following for brevity) in diversification.

We consider two formulations of modeling user preferences. Let X u be the
item set rated by user u and X u

g Ď X u be the subset of items with genre g. The
frequency-based user preference is given by pug 9 |X u

g |{|X u| pg P Gq [18]. Here,
pug is the user preference for genre g, which is proportional to the percentage of
rated items with genre g. To consider the scale of ratings, we define the rating-
based user preference as qug 9

ř

n:xnPXu
g

Ru,n{
ř

n:xnPXu Ru,n pg P Gq. Here, qug
is proportional to the sum of ratings for items with genre g,

ř

n:xnPXu
g

Ru,n, over

the sum of ratings for items with any genre,
ř

n:xnPXu Ru,n.
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We identify a few key characteristics of user preferences using a movie rating
dataset detailed in Section 5. We show the entropy of user preferences against
the number of interested genres (those genres covered by X u) in Figure 1, where
each user is a blue dot. For both user preference formulations, we find that:
(1) Users prefer different degrees of diversity: the number of interested genres
varies from 8 to 18 and the entropy of user preferences varies from 1.5 to 3.0
across users; (2) Users have varied preferences for different genres: no single user
reaches the maximum entropy line where all genres are of the same interest to a
user. These findings motivate us to consider user preferences in diversification.

3 Personalized Diversification Algorithms

In theory, optimizing a diversity measure is NP-hard [1], and a greedy strategy is
often adopted [3]: at iteration r, r´1 items Yr´1 have been selected. A marginal
score function spxn,Yr´1q is used to select the next best item, which is then
added to Yr´1. Two methods for modeling spxn,Yr´1q are presented as follows.

3.1 Personalized Diversification Algorithm by Greedy Re-ranking

A naive method is to use a re-ranking strategy which greedily selects next items
based on predicted ratings, which is called personalized diversification algorithm
based on greedy re-ranking (PDA-GR). It consists of: (1) A prediction phrase

uses matrix factorization to predict ratings tR̂u,nuxnPX ; (2) A re-ranking phrase
uses a training set to estimate user preferences tp̂ugugPG , and a heuristic-based
marginal score function to re-rank. Using the genre information J, the marginal
score function is defined as a combination of a rating component fpR̂u,nq,
which models a user’s rating for item xn, and a genre preference component
Jn,gpp̂

u
g q
Cgpr´1q, which models the user’s genre preference of item xn:

spxn,Yr´1q “
ÿ

gPG
fpR̂u,nq ¨ Jn,gpp̂

u
g q

Cgpr´1q (1)

Here, fprq “ 2r, and Cgpr ´ 1q is the number of previous items with genre g.
PDA-GR is sub-optimal because it divides optimizing accurate rating prediction
and personalized diverse ranking into two separate phrases.

3.2 Personalized Diversification Algorithm by Joint Optimization

To tackle the sub-optimality, we propose a personalized diversification algorithm
based on joint optimization (PDA-JO), which can optimize both accurate rating
prediction and personalized diverse ranking simultaneously.

For user u, let pu P RF be the embedding and bu P R be the bias. For item
xn, let qn P RF be the embedding and bn P R be the bias. The rating for item
xn is predicted by R̂u,n “ pᵀ

uqn ` bu ` bn. We use a parameter µ to alleviate
the error of rating prediction. The marginal score function is defined as:

spxn,Yr´1q “
ÿ

gPG
fpR̂u,n ` µq ¨ Jn,gpp̂

u
g q

Cgpr´1q (2)
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Algorithm 1: Personalized Diversification Algorithm by Joint Optimization

Input: users U , items X , ratings R, a personalized diversity measure M
1 Pre-train tpu,buuuPU , tqn,bnuxnPX based on R
2 while PDA-JO has not converge do
3 Z Ð ∅,B Ð ∅ ˛ Z is sampled item lists and B is training instances
4 for each user u in U do
5 for length l from 0 to |X | ´ 1 do
6 Add the ideal list of length l under the measure M into Z
7 Sample S non-ideal lists of length l and add them into Z
8 for item list Y in Z do
9 for item pair pxm, xnq from X zY do

10 if MpY ` rxmsq ąMpY ` rxnsq then LÐ 1
11 else LÐ 0
12 Add pY, xm, xn, y “ pRu,m,Ru,n, Lqq into B
13 for mini-batch b in B do
14 Update tpu,buuuPU , tqn,bnuxnPX , µ based on Equation 3

Here, fprq “ 2r, Jn,g “ 1 if item xn is with genre g and Jn,g “ 0 otherwise, pug
is the preference of user u for genre g, and Cgpr ´ 1q is the number of previous
items with genre g. tpu,buuuPU , tqn,bnuxnPX , and µ are learnable parameters.

We define a training instance for user u as pY, xm, xn, yq where Y is selected
items, xm and xn are two candidate items, and y “ pRu,m,Ru,n, Lq. Here, Ru,m

and Ru,n are the true ratings for items xm and xn. Training label L indicates
which item ranking is better under the measure M: L “ 1 if MpY ` rxmsq ą
MpY`rxnsq and L “ 0 otherwise. The probability of L “ 1 is P “ σpspxm,Yq´
spxn,Yqq, where σp¨q is the sigmoid function. The loss function of our algorithm
consists of a relevance loss Lr a personalized diversity loss Ld:

L “ 0.5rpR̂u,m ´Ru,mq
2
` pR̂u,n ´Ru,nq

2
s

l jh n

The relevance loss: Lr

´DrL logP ` p1´ Lq logp1´ P qs
l jh n

The personalized diversity loss: Ld

Here, D balances between accurate rating prediction (loss Lr) and personalized
diverse ranking (loss Ld). We use L2 regularization to regularize the model.

The model is trained by stochastic gradient descent with gradient given by:

BL
Bpu

“peu,mqm ´ eu,nqnq `DEt
ÿ

gPG
dgf

1
pR̂u,m ` µqqm ´

ÿ

gPG
dgf

1
pR̂u,n ` µqqnu

BL
Bql

“eu,lpu `DEt
ÿ

gPG
dgf

1
pR̂u,l ` µqpuu l P tm,nu

BL
Bbu

“peu,m ´ eu,nq `DEt
ÿ

gPG
dgf

1
pR̂u,m ` µq ´

ÿ

gPG
dgf

1
pR̂u,n ` µqu

BL
Bbl

“eu,l `DEt
ÿ

gPG
dgf

1
pR̂u,l ` µqu l P tm,nu

BL
Bµ

“DEt
ÿ

gPG
dgf

1
pR̂u,m ` µq ´

ÿ

gPG
dgf

1
pR̂u,n ` µqu

(3)
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Algorithm 2: Building the ideal list for p-nDCG

Input: user u, items X “ txnu
N
n“1, user ratings R, genre information J

Output: ideal list Y “ txynuNn“1

1 Estimate the user preferences tpug ugPG based on the genre information J
2 Y0 Ð ∅ ˛ a selected item list
3 for r “ 1, ..., N do
4 xm Ð arg maxxnPX zYr´1

pp-nDCGpYr´1 ` rxnsq ´ p-nDCGpYr´1qq

5 Yr Ð Yr´1 ` rxms

6 Yu
Ð YN

Here, eu,l “ R̂u,l ´ Ru,l l P tm,nu, E “ P ´ L, and dg “ pp̂gq
Cgpr´1q. The

total number of training instances is ΘpMN !q. To speed up training, we use
a sampling method similar to the negative sampling [9]: both ideal lists and a
number of sampled non-ideal lists under measure M are used to estimate the
gradient. The overall procedure of the joint optimization method is summarized
in Algorithm 1. The model is first pre-trained by training ratings. Then, we
sample S non-ideal lists with a certain length l P r0, N ´ 1s for each user and
update the parameters with the gradient given by Equation 3.

Time Complexity. The training time complexity is ΘpE ¨M ¨ S ¨N2 ¨ T q,
where E is the number of epoches, S is the number of sampled non-ideal item
lists. T “ maxtF,Ku is the time complexity of computing the marginal score
function. The test time complexity is ΘpN2 ¨ T q for each user.

4 Personalized Diversity Measure

Existing measures have limitations in evaluating personalized recommendation
diversity. Therefore, we proposed a personalized diversity measure in this section.

4.1 Limitations of Existing Diversity Measures

Our goals are to recommend items that (I) cover a user’s interested genres,
and (II) have a genre distribution satisfying the user’s preference for different
genres. Existing diversity measures cannot serve our goals: (1) α-nDCG [4] does
not model user preferences (or intent probabilities). (2) IA measures [1] tend to
favor the major interests and ignore the minor interests of a user [12]. (3) One of
the goals of D7-measures [12] is to recommend items that cover as many genres
(or intents) as possible, but not to optimize toward individual user’s preference.

4.2 Formulation of Personalized Diversity Measure

To overcome these limitations, we propose a personalized diversity measure. Our
measure is motivated by α-nDCG [4], which discounts the gain of redundant
items by a constant α P r0, 1s. Users often have varied preferences for different
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Table 2. The movielens 100k dataset (ML-100K) and the million song dataset (MSD)

Data
Stat.

#users #items #ratings #genres Range Sparsity

ML-100K 943 1,682 100,000 18 1-5 6.30%
MSD 1,217 2,051 88,078 15 1-225 3.53%

genres. A constant cannot model such variances. Intuitively, redundancy under
more preferred genres is better than redundancy under less preferred genres.

Let Jgprq “ 1 if the item at rank r is labeled with genre g and Jgprq “ 0
otherwise, and Cgprq “

řr
k“1 Jgpkq. Based on the preference of user u tpugugPG ,

we define the personalized novelty-biased gain (PNG) for the item at rank r as:

PNGprq “
ÿ

gPtgu

hprq ¨ Jgprqpp
u
g q

Cgpr´1q (4)

Here, hprq “ p2r ´ 1q{2rmax . PNG models the marginal gain of an item after a
user has seen previous items. We define p-nDCG at cutoff C as:

p-nDCG@C “

řC
r“1 PNGprq{ logpr ` 1q

řC
r“1 PNG

˚prq{ logpr ` 1q
(5)

Here, PNG˚ is PNG of the ideal list built by Algorithm 2. The algorithm
iteratively selects the item that maximizes the p-nDCG score of current item
list based on the true ratings and user preferences.

Theoretical Analysis. p-nDCG is effective in capturing user preferences:
item lists with a high p-nDCG score tend to contain more items with more
preferred genres. To see this, we analyze the ideal list under p-nDCG. If genre
g is under-represented in the list, i.e. pg is high while Cg is low, the PNG for a
relevant item with genre g will be large. This makes p-nDCG select more relevant
items with genre g as next items. The selection process reaches an equilibrium
when each genre is represented according to user preferences:

ppg1q
Cg1 ” ppg2q

Cg2 pg1, g2 P Gq ñ Cg 9 logppgq pg P Gq (6)

The ideal list is effective in reflecting user preferences: the number of items with
genre g (Cg) is positively correlated with the preference for genre g (pg) in the list.
This is a desired property for personalized recommendation diversification [18]:
each genre needs to be represented according to user preferences in an item list.

5 Experiments

We experiment with the movielens 100k dataset (ML-100K) [6] and the million
song dataset (MSD) [2]. ML-100K is a movie rating dataset. It contains 100,000
ratings on 1,682 movies from 943 users. MSD contains music play counts. We use
a subset of MSD containing the playing counts of the songs associated properly
to one of the predefined genres. This subset contains 88,078 playing counts on
2,051 songs from 1,217 users. The two datasets are summarized in Table 2.
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Fig. 2. Performances of PDA-JO with varied parameters after z-normalization.

We try both formulations of user preferences and obtain similar results in the
experiments. We only show the results using the frequency-based user preference
due to the page limit. We use normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG),
α-nDCG (α “ 0.5) [4], and the proposed p-nDCG to evaluate algorithm perfor-
mances. All these measures are computed at cutoff C “ 10.

5.1 Experiments on Algorithms

The compared methods include MF [7], MMR [3], PM-2 [5], and LTR-N [19].
We use 5-fold cross validation to tune parameters for all algorithms.

Effects of Parameters. In Figure 2, we present the effects of tuning (1)
D varied from 0.01 to 100 , and (2) S varied from 0 to 25. We apply the z-
normalization method to amplify the effects. The proposed PDA-JO performs
best when pD,Sq “ p1, 10q on ML-100K and pD,Sq “ p10, 5q on MSD. Figures
2(a) and 2(c) show the effects of D on ML-100K (S “ 10) and MSD (S “

15). The performance of PDA-JO increases with the growth of D (0.1 ď D ď

10), after which the performance decreases under α-nDCG and p-nDCG. This
is because: (1) If D is small, PDA-JO is biased toward rating prediction and
disregard diverse ranking, which will degrade the performance under diverse
measures. (2) If D is large, rating prediction is less accurate, which will in turn
degrade the performance because diverse ranking relies on rating prediction (see
Equation 2). The influence of D is stable when 1 ď D ď 10. Figures 2(b)
and 2(d) show the effects of S on ML-100K (D “ 1) and MSD (D “ 10).
The proposed PDA-JO performs better as S increases (0 ď S ď 10), but a
performance decrease occurs when S ě 15. The overall difference when varying
D and S is less than 0.8%, which indicates that PDA-JO is a robust framework.

Comparison of Algorithms. Table 3 compares the performances of all al-
gorithms on ML-100K and MSD. The proposed PDA-JO performs best on both
datasets under all three measures. The improvement of PDA-JO over baseline
methods is significant based on two-tailed paired t-test. We compare all meth-
ods in the following aspects: (1) Personalized diversification methods (PDA-
GR and PDA-JO) outperform non-personalized diversification methods (MMR,
PM-2, and LTR-N) on all three measures. (2) Heuristic-based methods (MMR
and PM-2) sacrifice relevance to boost diversity, while learning-based methods
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Table 3. Performance comparison of algorithms on ML-100K and MSD. For MMR
and PM-2, the subscript is the parameter achieving the best score on validation set.

Performance on MK-100K Performance on MSD
Method nDCG α-nDCG p-nDCG nDCG α-nDCG p-nDCG

MF 0.7206 0.6035 0.5799 0.6061 0.4728 0.5001

MMR0.7 0.6944 0.6206 (2.82%) 0.6172 (6.44%) 0.6081 0.4803 (1.58%) 0.5068 (1.33%)
PM-20.5 0.6829 0.6759 (11.98%) 0.6525 (12.53%) 0.5895 0.4954 (4.77%) 0.5179 (3.54%)
LTR-N 0.7301 0.7134 (18.21%) 0.7017 (21.00%) 0.6230 0.4997 (5.70%) 0.5246 (4.89%)

PDA-GR 0.7283 0.7782 (28.93%) 0.7690 (32.61%) 0.6295 0.5430 (14.85%) 0.5665 (13.27%)
PDA-JO 0.7417 0.7846 (29.99%) 0.7778 (34.13%) 0.6309 0.5579 (18.00%) 0.5808 (16.14%)

(LTR-N and PDA-JO) can improve both relevance and diversity. (3) PDA-JO
is consistently better than PDA-GR for all measures on both datasets.

5.2 Experiments on Measures

We compare the ideal lists of p-nDCG and α-nDCG (α “ 0.5) on ML-100K as
follows: (1) For each user, we randomly split ratings into a training set (80%)
and a test set (20%). We also use time-based split (the most current 20% are
used for testing), and the results are similar; (2) We use the training set to build
the ideal list of p-nDCG (α-nDCG) by Algorithm 2. Here, the user preferences
used to compute the p-nDCG score are obtained using the training set.

Satisfying User Preferences. We show that the ideal list of p-nDCG is
more effective than α-nDCG in reflecting user preferences. We compute genre
distribution Pp (Pα) of p-nDCG (α-nDCG) by applying user preference formula-
tions to the top-C ranked items in the ideal list. The ground-truth user preference
P˚ is obtained using the test set. We compute the distance between P˚ and Pp
(Pα) using KL-divergence or L2-norm, and average all distances across users. We
plot the average distance against item cutoff in Figure 3. We find that compared
with α-nDCG, the genre distribution of the top-C ranked items by p-nDCG
consistently better satisfy user preferences, especially when cutoff C is small.

Rank Correlation. We use Kendall’s τ to measure rank correlation between
the ideal lists of p-nDCG and α-nDCG. The results of averaging Kendall’s τ over
the users who are interested in the same number of genres are shown in Figure 4.
We find that as the number of interested genres increases, the rank correlation
decreases. This is because when a user’s interested genres are of the same interest
to the user, p-nDCG reduces to α-nDCG. As the number of interested genres
grows, the probability that a user has the same preference for different genres
decreases. This causes p-nDCG and α-nDCG to produce less similar item lists.

Case Study. We use a real user on ML-100K to illustrate the advantage of
p-nDCG in Table 4. The ground-truth column (user preferences) is computed
by applying the frequency-based user preference to the test set. We find that:
(1) In terms of genre ranking, p-nDCG is more consistent (Kendall’s τ = 0.89)
with the user preferences than α-nDCG (Kendall’s τ = 0.39); (2) The genre
distribution of recommended items by p-nDCG is closer (L2-norm = 0.20 using
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the frequency-based user preference) to the user preferences than α-nDCG (L2-
norm = 0.29 using the frequency-based user preference).

6 Related Work

Before receiving attentions in recommendation systems (RS), the problem of
diversity is studied in information retrieval (IR) [1, 3–5, 12, 19]. One difference
between IR work and our work is that there is ground-truth for test item genres
in our work (e.g., ML-100K provides the genre information of movies), but there
is no such ground-truth for test document intents (analogous to item genres)
in IR work. We explicitly incorporate such genre information into the diverse
ranking model, which makes even the naive method effective. Another difference
is that the embedding is trainable in our work, but the embedding is not trainable
in IR work (it is pre-computed and fixed as relevance features) [19].

Diversity Measures. Several diversity measures are proposed in IR to eval-
uate the diversity [1, 4, 12]. They are not designed to evaluate the personalized
diversity as discussed in Section 4.1. In RS, Smyth and McClave [13] define the
dissimilarity-based diversity, i.e., the average dissimilarity between all pairs of
the recommended items. Vargas et al. argue that the dissimilarity-based diver-
sity is less likely to be perceived as diverse by users than the genre diversity
[18]. They propose a Binomial framework to evaluate the genre diversity. The
Binomial framework cannot evaluate the relevance (random recommendations
may achieve high scores under this framework) and does not model the position
of relevant item in an item list. It differs from our measure which evaluates both
relevance and diversity and models the relevant item position.

Related Algorithms. Diversification algorithms can be categorized into
heuristic-based and learning-based. Heuristic-based methods use some heuristic
rules to re-rank the candidate items [3, 5, 21]. For example, Ziegler et al. propose
to select the next item by linearly combining the relevance and the dissimilarity
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Table 4. The ideal list of p-nDCG (α-nDCG) for a real user on ML-100K.

Pref.

Pos. Top-10 items by α-nDCG Ground-truth Frequency-based Rating-based

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ct. Pref. Rank Pref. Rank Pref. Rank

Comedy ˛ ˛ ˛ 3 0.3789 1 0.1875 2 0.2000 2

Horror ˛ ˛ ˛ 3 0.2756 2 0.1875 2 0.2000 2

Romance ˛ ˛ ˛ 3 0.2067 3 0.1875 2 0.2000 2

Animation ˛ ˛ ˛ ˛ 4 0.0689 4 0.2500 1 0.2154 1

Adventure ˛ ˛ 2 0.0689 4 0.1250 5 0.1231 5

Thriller ˛ 1 0.0011 6 0.0625 6 0.0615 6

Statistics L2 (0.29) τ (0.39) L2 (0.26) τ (0.39)

Pref.

Pos. Top-10 items by p-nDCG Ground-truth Frequency-based Rating-based

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ct. Pref. Rank Pref. Rank Pref. Rank

Comedy ˛ ˛ ˛ ˛ 4 0.3789 1 0.2353 1 0.2500 1

Horror ˛ ˛ ˛ ˛ 4 0.2756 2 0.2353 1 0.2500 1

Romance ˛ ˛ ˛ 3 0.2067 3 0.1765 3 0.1842 3

Animation ˛ ˛ ˛ 3 0.0689 4 0.1765 3 0.1447 4

Adventure ˛ ˛ 2 0.0689 4 0.1176 5 0.1184 5

Thriller ˛ 1 0.0011 6 0.0588 6 0.0526 6

Statistics L2 (0.20) τ (0.89) L2 (0.17) τ (0.93)

1 Diamond ˛ indicates the movie at a certain position is categorized as a certain genre.
2 L2 stands for the L2-norm and τ stands for the Kendall’s τ.

to the selected items based on an intra-list similarity measure [21]. Learning-
based methods aim to learn a diverse ranking model from a training set [19].
For example, Xia et al. propose to learn a diverse ranking model by using neural
networks to model the marginal novelty of candidate items.

The proposed algorithm is related to model-based collaborative filtering meth-
ods, which explain user ratings by factoring the ratings into user embedding
and item embedding [7, 11]. Our algorithm borrows ideas from learning-to-rank
methods [10], which overcome the problems with heuristic predefined ranking
function. For example, Tran et. al propose to integrate deep neural networks into
the learning-to-rank model [17]. Our algorithm is also related to intent tracking
algorithms [14–16] in designing highly personalized recommendation systems: we
aim to personalize at genre level while intent tracking algorithms personalize at
intent level. However, none of these algorithms explicitly consider personalized
genre preferences, which is the topic of our work.

7 Conclusion

We studied the problem of personalized recommendation diversification. A per-
sonalized diversification algorithm was proposed to incorporate user preferences
and jointly optimize both relevance and diversity. To overcome limitations of
existing measures, we proposed a personalized diversity measure to evaluate
the personalized diversity of recommendations. Experiments using real-world
datasets showed that the proposed algorithm outperforms baseline algorithms,
including a state-of-the-art leaning-to-rank algorithm. The experiments also val-
idated the effectiveness of the proposed measure in capturing user preferences.
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